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Abstract 

This experiment examined the effects of imagining oneself acting out 

specific behavioral scripts on subsequent intentions and behavior. The 

imagination process vas varied according to: ( 1 ) outcome of the script 

(decided to perform the behavior or decided not to ); (2 ) amount of time 

alloved to imagine each scene in the script (fifteen seconds or three 

seconds ); and (3 ) order of the scenes (logical or jumbled ). Subjects' 

intentions vere assessed by pre- and post-imagination rating scales. Later 

subjects vere given an opportunity to perform the behaviors. 

The ratings shoved intention changes that corresponded vith the outcome 

of the scripts that vere imagined, but there vere no significant effects of 

time or of order. The correlations betveen the behavioral responses and the 

post-imagination intentions vere significantly higher than the correlations 

betveen the behavioral responses and the pre-imagination intentions. The 

results indicate that intentions and possibly behavior vere affected by the 

imagination process. 
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Introduction 

Cognitive Script Theory 

People vho have an important encounter, decision or problem to face, 

sometimes imagine themselves in that situation ahead of time in order to plan 

for it, perhaps to ease their anxiety about it or to try out a course of action 

in their minds. Whatever the reason for imagining oneself in a situation, a 

question arises as to vhat effects result from such exercises of Imagination. 

One possibility is that intentions and behavior regarding that situation or 

activity would be influenced by the imagining. Of course many other factors 

play a role in the manifestation of intentions and behavior besides 

imagination. The exact origins and determinants of Intentions and behavior 

are obviously not easily described or enumerated. But one of the 

contributing factors in this complex evolution must be the experiences that 

people have had that are related to the particular intentions and behavior in 

question. If experiences have an influence, then perhaps imagining 

experiences would have an influence as well. 

In order for the imagining to have such an effect, it would probably have 

to occur and reoccur in some sort of regular fashion without too much 

variation In what was imagined. Imagining a particular course of action 

several times could lead to the formation of a cognitive script. The script 

would be a prototype or a template of the scenes that were imagined. It 

would be organized into a set of scenes that would reflect the most typical 

sequence of events in the course of action that was imagined. For example, a 

person might be thinking about volunteering to donate blood. After he has 
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thought it through several times, a cognitive script for that behavior would 

take form. The script would be similar to the script of a play in that it tells 

the actor what to do. The blood donation script vould consist of the steps 

involved (e.g., make an appointment, drive to the blood bank, sign the 

necessary forms, have blood extracted, etc. ) 

If intentions regarding blood donation were assessed after the cognitive 

script was formed, the script could be accessed and would influence the 

response. In other words, if that person were asked how likely he was to 

donate blood, he vould respond positively since the blood donation script 

calls for him to go through the steps of donating blood. In a similar manner If 

an opportunity arose for him actually to donate blood, again the cognitive 

script could be instantiated and he vould actually go through the steps of 

donating blood. This process would be different from an imagination activity 

in which a person thought about several different outcomes In order to weigh 

alternatives. The imagined scene would be different each time in the latter 

instance, thus the formation of a cognitive script would be unlikely. 

The concept of cognitive scripts as discussed by Abelson (1981 ) offers a 

framework within which these ideas can be examined. The script concept is 

an outgrowth of the schema concept which was first described by Bartlett 

(1932). He found that recall for stories was strongly influenced by social 

and cultural experiences. These experiences seemed to be organized so that 

a new stimulus, such as a story to be recalled, would be tailored so that It 

would fit in with the memory of previous, similar events. For instance, when 

the story made reference to an unfamiliar activity such as catching seals, 
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subjects made substitution errors in recall that vere activities vith vhich 

they vere familiar such as going fishing. According to schema theory, 

people make such mistakes because their schema (basis for memory 

organization) most closely related to the story is based on memories of going 

fishing, not catching seals. 

Much of the research concerning schemas and scripts, like Bart1ett‘s, has 

been in the areas of memory and comprehension (Hastie, 1981 ). Such vork 

serves as a base from vhich to explore the cognitive processes of selection, 

encoding and retrieval. But the script concept is useful also vhen 

researching the next step vhich is choosing a course of action (Schank and 

Abelson, 1977). In other vords the study of behavior, as veil as memory 

and comprehension, can use the theoretical framevork of schema and script 

concepts. 

Taylor and Crocker (1981 ) discuss three classes of social schemas. 

Person schemas are prototypes, such as introverts amd extroverts. Role 

schemas are sterotypes such as professors, covboys and politicians. Event 

schemas, the third type, are routines such as cocktail parties, going to a 

restaurant, and department meetings. According to research presented by 

these authors, vhen people encounter a nev stimulus person or event, they 

use these schemas to fill in missing attributes and to generate predictions 

about other attributes and subsequent events. 

What Taylor and Crocker call an event schema is the concept from vhich 

scripts evolved. Scripts are defined by Abelson (1981 ) as conceptual 

representations of stereotyped event sequences or cognitive structures that 
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organize comprehension of event-based situations. Obviously events such as 

going to a restaurant will not be exactly the same every time they occur. 

And some types of events vill vary more than others. Abelson deals with 

this fact by classifying scripts on a continuum of strong to weak. A strong 

script (one that doesn't vary much) involves expectations about the order as 

veil as the occurrence of events (e.g., a ritualistic religious service). A 

veak script (one that varies) is a group of related inferences about the 

potential occurrence of a set of events (e.g., events at a circus). 

Therefore a script could influence expectations, intentions, and behavior at 

least to some extent In many situations even though the action components 

vere loosely organized and related. Abelson (1981 ) names three conditions 

that are necessary, hovever, in order for scripted behavior to occur. 

First, the individual must be familiar vith the script. Second, the script 

must be Invoked by some stimulus; and third, the individual must decide to 

perform the script. 

Effects of Imagination on Intentions and Behavior 

Host of Abel son's discussion is devoted to describing scripts and 

differentiating them from other theoretical constructs. Very little is said 

about hov scripts are created other than that they take shape from repeated, 

similar experiences. Anderson (1983) investigated the possibility that 

scripts could be created by imagining situations instead of actually 

experiencing those situations. His subjects drew cartoons of themselves 

engaging in various behaviors. He found that subjects rated themselves more 

likely to engage in a behavior if they had dravn cartoons of themselves 
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deciding to perform the behavior and less likely if they had dravn cartoons in 

vhich they decided not to perform the behavior. When the same cartoons 

were dravn more than once, the effect vas stronger. 

Additional studies have taken the imagination approach in order to 

influence the behavior of subjects. Sherman and Anderson (in press) had 

incoming patients In a mental health center Imagine that they attended 

therapy for four sessions. That group had lover dropout rates than the 

control groups. Control subjects vere told of the importance of continued 

attendance; therefore, the result vas not due to subjects' being given reasons 

for staying 1n therapy beacuse all groups vere exposed to this Information. 

Rather, the authors attribute the better attendance to the fact that bringing 

those reasons to mind vas easier for the subjects vho engaged in the 

imagination task. 

Wright (1979) manipulated the presentation of varnlngs shovn in 

television advertisements. One group of subjects sav ads that recommended 

reading varnings before buying and shoved a person reading the varning on a 

package in the store. These subjects vere more likely to read varnings on 

packages later vhen actually buying the product than the other groups vho 

sav vaguer varnings and/or did not see a person reading the varning. 

The author admits that the mental activities of the experimental group 

during the presentation are open to question. Hovever his interpretation, 

vhich seems reasonable, is that the task prompted imagination activity that 

resulted in a personal action plan. He compares his idea of a personal action 

plan to the idea of a cognitive script. If Wright is correct about vhat his 
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subjects vers doing, his study can be classified as an imagination study. 

Hovever, watching a behavior being enacted by someone else is different 

from imagining oneself as the main character. Anderson (1983) found no 

effect of cartoon outcome when subjects drew someone else as the main 

character. This comparison of studies also raises the question of how strong 

a script will be If it Is created totally by someone other than the person who 

is expected to act it out. Wright found his effect to be short-lived. Perhaps 

if his subjects had been instructed to imagine their own scenarios as were 

Anderson's (1983) and Sherman and Anderson's (in press), the effect would 

have lasted longer. 

Gregory, Claldini, and Carpenter (1982) managed to increase the TV cable 

subscription rate of their subjects by asking them to imagine themselves 

enjoying the benefits. Subjects in the control group were merely given a list 

of the benefits. A problem with this study, discussed by Anderson (1983), is 

that the behavioral effect may have resulted from a change in attitude toward 

the activity that was manipulated. Deciding to perform an activity because 

the idea has become attractive does not necessarily indicate that a cognitive 

script has been instantiated. The Gregory et al. Imagination activity probably 

caused subjects to like the idea of subscribing better than they had before 

imagining the benefits. If so, the perceived consequences of subscribing 

would change. But such a change is not evidence of the formation of a 

cognitive script. A study that could show a change In Intentions and behavior 

but also show that attitude, affect and liking toward the behavior had ooi 

changed would provide stronger evidence to support the theory of cognitive 
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scripts. 

Moderating Factors in Behavior Effects 

Many of those vho have researched the characteristics of scripts refer to 

the availability heuristic (Anderson, 1983; Gregory et al, 1982, Wright, 

1979) vhich was described by Tversky and Kahneman (1981 ) as a strategy 

used for making probability or frequency judgements. An Idea or event that 

Is cognitively available (it comes to mind easily) will be judged as more 

probable or frequent. The research that has been discussed indicates that 

imagination can be used to make behavior action sequences or scripts 

cognitively available so that when a stimulus related to that behavior occurs, 

the imagined behavior 1s more available and Is chosen to be performed. 

Obviously, imagination alone cannot account for intentions and behavior. 

Anderson (1983) discusses two additional factors that must be considered. 

The first is plausibility. No matter how long people imagine themselves 

running 100 miles, they are not likely either to intend or to try to do it 

because of the implausibility of such an act. The other factor is expected 

consequences. If the consequences of an action are expected to be very 

unfavorable, Intentions and behaviors are not likely to be influenced by 

imagination even if the action Is possible. For example a student might think 

about not studying for finals, but is not likely to neglect studying as a result. 

Other relevant conditions mentioned by Abelson (1981 ) are cost, effort, 

mood, incentive, and legitimacy. All these variables must be held constant 

when examining the effects of imagination on intentions and behavior. 
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Formation of Cognitive Behavioral Scripts 

Anderson (1983) had subjects rate their intentions both before and after 

drawing cartoons of themselves engaging in various behaviors. The effect of 

imagination on intentions in his study was particularly interesting because, 

unlike other imagination studies, this one manipulated the outcome of the 

events that were Imagined. The main character decided to perform the 

behavior in half the cartoons for each subject and decided not to in the other 

half. Also, for a given behavior, half the subjects drew cartoons in which 

the main character decided to perform the behavior while the other half drew 

main characters which decided not to. This manipulation of both subjects and 

behaviors provides a very strong test of the intention change effect. 

Whereas Gregory et al. (1982) and Sherman and Anderson (in press) showed 

effects for imagination as compared to control groups that did not imagine 

anything, Anderson showed changes resulting from the imagination task in 

both a positive and a negative direction for all subjects and for all behaviors 

tested. Showing that such intention changes could additionally affect actual 

behavior was one purpose of the present study. 

Another purpose was to test hypotheses about the formation of scripts. 

As previously mentioned, Anderson (1983) found the intention change effect 

only when cartoon scenarios were repeated two or three times. This finding 

supports the idea that scripts result from experiencing repeated, similar 

events. An extension of this logic suggests that spending more time thinking 

about or imagining the scenario, as well as imagining it more than once, 

would increase the chance of an effect on intentions and behavior. 
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Another aspect of cognitive scripts, especially those on the strong end of 

the continuum discussed by Abelson (1981 ), Is that they have an organized 

and sequential order of events. If a script is formed by the repetition of 

similar events, then the scenes in the cognitive script that is formed 

probably follow the order of the scenes in the actual scenarios that 

happened. If the scenes occured randomly in a disorganized fashion, there 

would be no basis for the formulation of a cognitive script since the concept 

has at its core the idea of a series of ordered events. Therefore only those 

scenarios that have scenes in a logical order should produce intention and 

behavior effects. 

The hypotheses were as follows: 

(1 ) Intentions and behavior would change in line with the outcome of the 

scenarios that were imagined. Subjects who were instructed to imagine 

themselves performing a behavior (or not) would later rate themselves as 

more likely (or less) to engage in that behavior and would also be more 

likely (or less) actually to engage in the behavior when given an opportunity. 

(2) The intentions and behavior of subjects who had more time to imagine 

the scenarios would be more likely to be affected by the imagination task than 

those of the subjects who had just enough time to read the instructions. 

(3) The intentions and behavior of subjects who imagined their scenes in a 

logical order would be more likely to be affected by the imagination task than 

those of the subjects who imagined their scenes in a jumbled, illogical order. 

Because of the increased amount of control required to vary the time 

spent on the imagination task and the order of the scenes in the scenarios, 
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tasks such as drawing cartoons or simple imagination exercises could not be 

used. A nev imagination task vas devised In which timed Instructions 

appeared on the terminal of a RadioShack Model III computer. Each scene of 

the scenario was described, and subjects were instructed to imagine the 

scene for the amount of time that the description was on the screen. 

Method 

Design 

Four behaviors were chosen for the imagination task and the measures of 

intentions and behavior. They were volunteering to make a daily telephone 

call to an elderly person, signing a petition related to gun control, signing a 

form to donate vital organs to science, and donating money to the Houston 

Zoo. These specific behaviors were chosen for several reasons. Three of 

them had been tested in a pilot study and seemed to be fairly neutral and 

non-controverslal insofar as college students were concerned in that they 

were equally as likely to choose to do each one as they were not to. As 

discussed earlier, extraneous variables affecting intentions and behavior 

needed to be held constant; therefore behaviors that college students were 

very likely either to perform (eg. go to a party) or not to perform (eg. 

volunteer to join the army) would not be appropriate. The last consideration 

was that the behaviors have a central theme because for the behavior 

measure subjects were called and asked to perform all four behaviors. The 

cover story was that the study was concerned with student Interest and 

participation in the community on various levels. 

The imagination process was varied in three ways. First, subjects were 
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instructed to imagine either deciding to perform the activity (the positive 

outcome condition) or deciding not to perform the activity (the negative 

outcome condition). The second variable vas the amount of time spent 

imagining each scenario. Subjects were given either fifteen seconds per 

scene (the long condition) or three seconds per scene (the short condition). 

The internal order of the scenarios vas the third variable. The scenes vere 

presented either in a logical order or in a jumbled order. Thus the design 

vas a tvo (Outcome—Perform/Hot Perform) X tvo (Time—Long/Short) X tvo 

( Order—Logical/Jumbled ) factorial. 

The first tvo variables, Outcome and Time, vere manipulated vlthln 

subjects. Of the four types of scenarios that each subject vas to Imagine, 

tvo had the positive outcome (Perform) and the other tvo had the opposite, 

negative outcome (Not Perform). Similarly, the scenes of tvo scenarios 

vere presented In the long condition, and the scenes of the other tvo. in the 

short condition. 

The third variable, Order, vas manipulated betveen subjects. The scenes 

for half the subjects vere presented in the logical order, and the scenes for 

the other half in the jumbled order. Because of Anderson's (1983) finding 

that intentions changed only vhen cartoons vere dravn tvo or three times, 

the scenario for each behavior vas repeated three times, resulting in a total 

of tvelve scenarios for each subject. 

The design vas counterbalanced across subjects as to the vlthln 

variables, Time and Outcome. Also, the order of the four behavioral 

scenarios vas rotated so that each scenario occupied the first, second, third 
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and fourth positions an equal number of times. (This order of serial position 

of the scenarios Is not to be confused with the internal order of the scenes 1n 

the scenarios which is a between subjects variable. ) The purpose of rotating 

the scenarios was to control for order effects. The serial position had no 

effects and will not be discussed further. 

Subjects and Procedure 

One hundred twenty-six college students at Rice University participated 

for course credit or for a payment of four dollars. Initially they were 

seated at a table alone or in groups of two or three in order to complete the 

consent form and the initial measures (to be described later) and to receive 

their instructions. They were told that the study concerned visual imagery 

and creativity and asked to imagine themselves as creatively and vividly as 

possible in the scenes that would be described. The experimenter explained 

that scenes would be presented more than once and that they should imagine 

them in detail each time. 

During the course of explaining the task, the experimenter mentioned in 

an off-hand manner that another study similar to this one was being 

conducted on campus. She asked If anyone had received a telephone call 

concerning any of the activities mentioned in the ratings and said they might 

be called later if they had not been already. The purpose of these remarks 

was to serve as a cover story for the telephone call that they would receive 

later from another experimenter. 

Then they moved alone to a cubicle where they were presented the 

imagination instructions. The instructions appeared on the CRT of a Radio 
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Shack Model III. The title appeared alone on the ecreen for the prescribed 

time, then each sentence of the imagination instructions appeared one at a 

time. The folloving is an example of a title and a set of instructions for one 

of the scenarios: 

Deciding (Not) To Volunteer 

Imagine that the Idea of volunteering to help elderly people comes to your 

attention. 

You are asked to volunteer to make a daily telephone call to an elderly 

person. 

You are asked if you vould like the volunteer application form sent to you. 

You think about vhether you vill volunteer. 

You decide to volunteer, receive the form, fill it out, and return it. 

OR: 

You decide not to volunteer and tell the person not to send the form. 

The preceeding title and instructions vould have been in a different, 

illogical order for the jumbled condition. The jumbled order of the six items 

vas four, tvo, six, five, one, three. Random orders vere not used for the 

jumbled condition because most of them vere not Illogical enough. Each item 

appeared on the screen by itself for either three or fifteen seconds in the 

previously described order. 

After the imagination activity, subjects returned to the table to complete 

the final dependent measures described in the next section. Three days after 

their participation, the second experimenter telephoned each subject and 

gave them an opportunity actually to perform the four different behaviors 
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under the guiee of being a member of a "Committee on Student Attitudes and 

Involvement". Very few students asked about the coincidence of the tvo 

studies addressing the same activities. If they did, the second experimenter 

told them that the other study concerned opinions, but that the purpose of the 

present study vas to give them a real opportunity to participate in the 

community on some level. Everyone seemed satisfied with that explanation. 

Subjects were sent forms by campus mail for the activities they vished to 

perform. They were asked to complete the forms and to return them to the 

committee by campus mail. The appropriate agencies had been contacted 

previously in order to make arrangements and obtain permission for subjects’ 

participation in each behavior. 

Dependent Measures 

Subjects indicated various intentions or expectations and opinions by 

marking rating scales. They circled a mark on a nineteen point scale both 

before and after the imagination manipulation to indicate hov likely they were 

to perform each of the four behaviors. The scales were anchored, for 

example, at "definitely vill volunteer" and "definitely vill not volunteer". An 

Increase In Intention to perform the behavior brought about by the Imagination 

manipulation should have been reflected by a post-imagination rating that vas 

higher than the pre-imagination rating and vice-versa for an intention 

decrease. 

They also rated the consequences of performing each behavior In the same 

manner. The latter scales vere anchored, for example, at "the 

consequences of volunteering to call an elderly person are all negative", 
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"are equally positive and negative**, and "are all positive**. These ratings vere 

expected to Indicate whether any Intention change could be explained by a 

change in feelings about the activity. The cognitive script hypothesis would be 

supported by a change from the pre- to the post-imagination intention ratings 

without a corresponding change from the pre- to the post-imagination 

consequence ratings. 

Additional ratings were made after the imagination task for ease-of- 

imagination and plausibility by circling a number on a nine-point scale. 

Ease-of-imagination ratings were anchored at "very easy" and "very 

difficult". Plausibility ratings that assessed the imagined scenarios as to how 

likely they were actually to occur were anchored at "very likely" and "not at 

all likely". Scenarios that were imagined with scenes in the proper order and 

with a longer time to imagine each scene should have been easier to imagine 

and more plausible than the scenarios in the other conditions; therefore these 

measures served as a manipulation check. 

A behavior measure was computed using the telephone and mailing 

responses. If subjects declined to participate when telephoned, their score 

was zero. If they agreed to participate when telephoned but failed to return 

the mailing, their score was one. If they agreed and returned the mailing, 

their score was two. Thus the extent of their willingness to participate in 

each behavior was indicated by the size of their score on the behavior 

measure. 

Results and Discussion 

Varying the amount of time spent imagining each scene and the internal 
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order of the scenes of the scenarios had no effects on the ease-of- 

Imagination or the plausibility ratings, £*s (1,118) < 2, p's > .2. This 

unexpected result indicates that those manipulations of the imagination 

procedure did not produce the predicted result of making the scenarios either 

easier or more difficult to imagine. And, indeed, the time and order 

variables did not have an effect on the Intention ratings or the behavior 

measure. Therefore, subsequent analyses collapsed across the time and 

order variables leaving only the outcome variable. 

As expected, the intention ratings did shov changes that corresponded 

vlth the outcomes of the scenarios that were Imagined. As shovn in Table 1, 

the adjusted means of the post-imagination intention ratings vith the 

pre-imagination intention ratings covaried out were higher in the positive 

outcome condition than in the negative outcome condition, and that difference 

vas significant, F (1,91)» 8.92, p < .01. 

As Table 2 illustrates, the differences betveen the adjusted means of the 

behavior measures were in the expected direction for all four behaviors. 

However, they do not differ significantly. In order to explore the 

relationship betveen behavior and intentions, the behavior measure vas 

correlated vith the pre- and the post-imagination intention ratings. The 

correlations are listed in Table 3. The correlations betveen the behavior 

measures and the post-imagination intention ratings are significantly higher 

than the correlations betveen the behavior measures and the pre-imagination 

intention ratings, xz(8, H ■ 99) ■ 37.40, n_< >001. This result indicates that 

the imagination manipulation served to clarify intentions and make them more 
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predictive of actual behavior. 

These changes in intentions and the relationship betveen behavior and final 

• intentions can be explained in more than one vay. One explanation is that 

subjects* feelings about the behavior changed , or in other words the 

perceived consequences of the behavior changed. After imagining 

themselves performing that particular activity, they felt better about it; or 

they thought it was more worthwhile than they did before they imagined it. 

Conversely, if they imagined themselves not doing the behavior, they ended 

by liking the idea of the activity less. This type of change in intentions would 

not necessarily be reflected by the formation of a cognitive script which Is 

the concept meant to be tested. The former explanation would predict that 

the imagination manipulation would change the perceived consequences of the 

behavior instead of changing the cognitive availability of the behavioral 

script. Analysis of covariance results from the pre- and post-imagination 

consequence ratings, unlike intention ratings, showed no change thus ruling 

out this alternative explanation and supporting the cognitive script 

explanation. 

Conclusions 

Support for Cognitive Script Theory 

The change in the intention ratings of subjects in line with the outcome of 

the Imagined scenarios replicates Anderson's (1983) results. As stated 

earlier, these studies are the first to show Intention changes In both 

directions—deciding to perform the behavior and deciding not to perform the 

behavior. These results indicate that the imagination task involving computer 
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programmed instructions is as feasible as draving cartoons (Anderson, 

1983) or giving Imagination Instructions in a less structured manner 

(Gregory et al, 1982; Sherman and Anderson, in press). As previously 

mentioned, the amount of control afforded the experimenter by this method is 

useful for investigating the formation and organization of cognitive structures 

such as scripts. 

Both Anderson (1983) and Taylor and Crocker (1979) prefer the 

previously discussed cognitive script explanation for results such as the 

intention change to any explanation involving affect or attitude. Evidence to 

support the cognitive script explanation 1s revealed by comparing the 

analyses of the intention ratings to those of the consequence ratings. In an 

analysis of covariance the pre- and post-imagination intention ratings shoved 

a change vhereas the pre- and post-imagination consequence ratings did not. 

This result demonstrates the difference betveen the tvo explanations for 

imagination effects and further clarifies script theory to the extent that it 

supports the cognitive explanation. 

The cognitive script theory explanation for the results of the imagination 

activity is not strongly supported by this study, hovever, because of the 

failure of the time and the order variables to have an effect on the dependent 

measures or to interact vith the third variable, outcome. Such a result 

vould have been strong evidence of the existence of cognitive scripts. The 

amount of time spent on the imagination task and the order of the scenes 

vould seem to have been important to the instantiation of a script. But 

subjects vho spent relatively little time on the task or vho imagined scenes 
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in an illogical order(or both) vere just as likely to show an effect of the 

imagination manipulation as those vho spent more time and imagined scenes 

in a logical order. Therefore a simpler explanation can account for the 

results. Perhaps merely thinking about the decision outcome alone, vithout 

the earlier scenes in the scenario, is sufficient to influence subsequent 

intentions and behavior. Although this explanation does not support the 

cognitive script theory, it does indicate that the imagination effect could be 

very powerful. 

Effect of Imaoination on Attitude-Behavior Relationship 

The effect of Imagination In this study vas to change Intentions, and 

possibly behaviors, so that the tvo vere more strongly correlated at the 

conclusion of the study. Research concerning the relationship between 

attitudes and behavior has been extensive. Abelson (1982), Ajzen (1982), 

Bagozzl & Burnkrant (1979), and Schlegel and DITecco (1982) have 

addressed the definition and measurement of attitude as it relates to 

behavior. Each supports a different model of the relationship, but they do 

agree that attitudes are multi-component and multi-dimensional. The 

components usually named are affect, cognition, and intentions. 

Ajzen (1982) points out that the best vay to predict a single action is to 

measure the attitude toward that specific action. Global measures of attitude 

have not been found to be good predictors of specific actions. The particular 

component of attitude measured by the present study is intention. Subjects 

were asked very directly to rate their intentions toward a particular behavior 

both before and after the experimental imagination manipulation. These 
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ratings predicted their behavior as shovn by the correlations between the 

intention ratings and the behavior measure. 

The results are complicated by the fact that the study not only measured 

intentions and behavior but also sought to change them. A change was shovn 

for intentions but not for behavior. Yet intentions and behavior were 

positively correlated. It appears that the imagination manipulation 

strengthened the intention-behavior relationship because the post¬ 

imagination £ was significantly higher than the pre-imagination r. This result 

is evidence that the Imagination manipulation perhaps had an effect on the 

behavior measure even though it did not bring about significant changes in the 

outcome as to whether the subjects did or did not perform the target 

behavior. However it is also possible that the behavior would have been the 

same without the imagination task. This study has not proven otherwise. The 

effect may have been confined to intentions, changing them so that they were 

more congruent with subsequent behavior. 

The next step is to account for the significant increase in 

Intention-behavior consistency and to explain its connection with the 

imagination manipulation. The positive/negative outcome variation 1n the 

imagination manipulation may account at least in part for the correlation, but 

the case for this possibility is presently not strong' because there was no 

main effect of the positive/negative outcome variable on the behavior 

measure. However, intentions changed two ways. They became more in line 

with the outcome of the imagined scripts, and they became more highly 
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correlated with behavior. If the outcome variation had not effect on behavior 

and only intentions changed, then these tvo aspects of the Intention change 

are completely independent of one another. Total independence of the tvo 

seems unlikely since they happened simultaneously (during the imagination 

activity). Therefore the possibility that the correlation increase can be 

partially accounted for by the outcome variation should not be ignored. 

Also, in support of this argument, it is important to remember that the 

differences betveen the adjusted means of the behavior measures as seen in 

Table 2 vere in the expected direction. 

The specific time during which intentions changed and became more 

aligned with the subsequent behaviors can be pinpointed. It vas during the 

imagination task. The imagination task vas designed to make each target 

behavior more available to the subjects. That is, to make a particular 

course of action come to mind more easily vhen an opportunity to perform 

the behavior vas presented. The increase in the intention-behavior 

correlation indicates that the effort vas successful. Subjects focused their 

thoughts on the behavior and clarified their intentions. Perhaps then those 

behaviors became more relevant, more salient, and more accessible. 

Factors That Moderate the Attitude-Behavior Relation 

Other researchers have experimentally manipulated attitudes with similar 

results. Availability and relevance of attitudes vas studied by Snyder and 

Kendzierski (1982) by putting subjects In "Attitude Available" and "Attitude 

Relevant’ courtroom scenarios. In the former, subjects vere instructed to 

think over, reflect upon, and privately articulate their attitudes related to 
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setting nature of their decisions. In this condition the purpose of the 

instructions vas to cause subjects to take an advocacy position and to think 

of arguments to support their position. Both manipulations vere successful 

in bringing about a substantial covariation betveen previously measured 

attitudes and the verdicts rendered in the case. 

Snyder (1982) points out that relevance alone produces results as strong 

or stronger than availability alone or a combination of the tvo. This fact 

leads him to believe that relevance may subsume availability as a moderating 

factor in attitude-behavior consistency. Imagination instructions to subjects 

in the present study began with a scenario title that indicated vhether they 

vould decide to perform the target behavior or not in their imagined 

scenario. So they knew from the beginning which outcome they vould be 

asked to imagine. The next to last instruction vas to think about vhether they 

vould do the behavior (eg. volunteer). Presumably at this point they vould 

be thinking of reasons to decide to volunteer or not. Therefore these 

instructions could have affected subjects in a manner similar to the 

instructions of the judge in the "Attitude Relevant" courtroom, thus increasing 

the intention-behavior correlation. 

Snyder and Svann (1976) Increased the salience of their subjects' 

attitudes by having them organize and consider their thoughts about a given 

issue before reading a case history. The resulting attitudes correlated 

highly with subsequent behaviors represented by judgments rendered in the 

case. Here again is a method and result similar to the present study. 

Imagining oneself in a behavioral script should make the actions and 
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reasoning related to the behavior salient. 

Snyder (1982) and Ajzen, Timko, and White (1982) relate findings in this 

area to the high/lov self-monitoring dimension of people vhich is measured 

by the Self Monitoring Scale (Snyder, 1974). Lov self-monitors take their 

cues for their behavior from the people around them and the situation. 

Snyder has found that the attitude-behavior correlations of lov self-monitors 

is lov. High self-monitors are more predictable and have high attitude- 

behavior correlations. They tend to act in accord vith their ideals, beliefs, 

and principles. 

The effect of the "Attitude Relevant Courtroom" scenario vas so strong in 

Snyder and Kendzierski's (1982) study, hovever, that both high and lov 

self-monitors shoved attitude-behavior consistency. Although self¬ 

monitoring vas not measured in the present study, the results indicate that 

the imagination manipulation vas strong enough to increase attitude- behavior 

consistency significantly for the total population sampled vherever the 

individual subjects might have fallen on the high/lov self- monitoring 

dimension. Therefore the imagination manipulation has the same or an 

equally strong effect as the relevance manipulation of Snyder and 

Kendzierski. Of course the imagination manipulation may have somehov 

caused the behavior to become more relevant to the subjects. 

A recent study by Povell & Fazio (1984) indicates that accessibility of 

attitudes is increased by having subjects repeatedly express their attitudes 

on a given issue. Similarly intentions in the present study vere probably 

made more accessible by the three repetitions of the imagined script. 
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Availability, relevance, accessibility, and salience have been discussed 

as possible candidates to explain the effect of imagining behavioral scripts on 

the consistency betveen subsequent intentions and behavior. All the above 

candidates could have contributed to the increase in consistency, but 

examination of the research so far indicates that relevance is the strongest 

moderator of the attitude-behavior relationship. 

Effect of Imagination on Seif-Conceot 

Having subjects imagine themselves in behavioral scripts may have effects 

on the relationship betveen intentions and behavior not previously suspected. 

Perhaps the imagination task caused subjects to change their self-conception 

related to the target behavior. Imagining themselves performing the 

behavior (or not) caused a change in their estimation of their ability related 

to that behavior. They began to think of themselves as the kind of person vho 

vould do that vhereas pre-imagination they did not. (The opposite vould be 

true for the negative condition. ) 

In the field of industrial and organizational psychology, the expectancy 

value model of work motivation (Lavler & Suttle, 1973) includes ability as 

one of the predictors of performance and satisfaction. Barrett, Alexander, 

and Rush (1977) found that ability predicts performance as veil as motivation 

or a combination of the tvo. Ability, hovever, may not be a fixed, absolute 

characteristic. It may interact vith self-esteem or one's self-conception of 

one's ability. Stedry & Kay (1966) theorize that setting hard rather than 

easy goals results in a search for reasons for failing to attain those goals. 

This search vould result in more creative efforts to perform better. Thus 
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ability to perform a task might actually increase. 

In a similar manner subjects In the present study could have experienced 

the same change during the imagination study. Thinking of reasons for 

engaging in the particular activity (or not) could have resulted in a change in 

their perception of their ability to do the task. They may have decided that 

they were the type of people vho would (or would not) do that sort of thing 

after all. An imagination intervention designed to increase job performance 

might prove successful in circumstances where self-esteem and self¬ 

conception of ability is low. Such a change would encompass a broader 

concept of attitude than just the intention component. 

An effect that changes intentions and increases their consistency with 

behavior has many implications for the fields of education, mental health, 

and communication. For example, Anderson and Arnoult (in press) have 

demonstrated that depression is related to attribution style. Perhaps 

imagination activities could help depressed patients to change their 

attributional style. A similar therapy might be devised for underachievers 

among schoolchildren since research indicates that some of their problems 

are also related to attributional style (Dweck & Goetz, 1978). Methods 

similar to Wright's (1982) which use the media could be tailored to educate 

the public to health hazards. An imagination manipulation should be quite 

valuable to those who would increase intention-behavior consistency. This 

research indicates that Imagination studies might be fruitful In any 

circumstance where people could benefit by a change in intentions (or 

attitudes) or a clarification to themselves of the relationship between their 



intentions and their behavior 
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Table 1 

Adjusted Mean Poet-Imagination Intention Ratings With Pre-Imagination 
Intention Ratings as a Covariate 

Positive outcome Negative outcome 

Charity donation 9.00 8.00 

Organ donation 12.20 11.30 

Sign a petition 12.40 11.10 

Call elderly person 10.40 9.90 

Note. In a repeated measures analysis of the four behaviors, the main effect 

of Outcome is significant, £(1,91 > * 8.92, Q_< .01. 
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Table 2 

Covariate 

Positive Outcome Negative Outcome 

Charity donation 0.75 0.67 

Organ donation 0.76 0.65 

Sign a petition 1.10 0.99 

Call elderly person 0.65 0.48 

Note. In a repeated measured analysis of the four behaviors, the main effect 

of Outcome is not significant, £(1,91)<1, p > . 1. 
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Table 3 

Ratings 

rl2fl r!3b rl2 ” rl3 L 0 

Charity donation 0.51 0.36 0.15 2.33 <0.02 * 

Organ donation 0.68 0.62 0.06 1.23 <0.11 * 

Sign a petition 0.60 0.42 0.18 3.26 <0.001* 

Call elderly person 0.58 0.47 0.11 2.30 <0.02 * 

*X
Z
(8, N * 99) * 37.40, Q_< .001 

Correlation of behavior measure with poet-imagination intention rating 

Correlation of behavior measure vith pre-imagination intention rating 


